Previous efforts suggest that occurrence of pain can be detected from the face. Can intensity of pain be detected as well? The Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity (PSPI) metric was used to classify four levels of pain intensity (none, trace, weak, and strong) in 25 participants with previous shoulder injury (McMaster-UNBC Pain Archive). Participants were recorded while they completed a series of movements of their affected and unaffected shoulders. From the video recordings, canonical normalized appearance of the face (CAPP) was extracted using active appearance modeling. To control for variation in face size, all CAPP were rescaled to 96x96 pixels. CAPP then was passed through a set of Log-Normal filters consisting of 7 frequencies and 15 orientations to extract 9216 features. To detect pain level, 4 support vector machines (SVMs) were separately trained for the automatic measurement of pain intensity on a frame-by-frame level using both 5-folds cross-validation and leave-one-subjectout cross-validation. F1 for each level of pain intensity ranged from 91% to 96% and from 40% to 67% for 5-folds and leaveone-subject-out cross-validation, respectively. Intra-class correlation, which assesses the consistency of continuous pain intensity between manual and automatic PSPI was 0.85 and 0.55 for 5-folds and leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, respectively, which suggests moderate to high consistency. These findings show that pain intensity can be reliably measured from facial expression in participants with orthopedic injury.
INTRODUCTION
Pain assessment and management are important across a wide range of disorders and treatment interventions. The assessment of pain is accomplished primarily through subjective reports of patients, caregivers, or medical staff. While convenient and useful, subjective reports have several limitations. These include inconsistent metrics, reactivity to suggestion, efforts at impression management or deception, and differences among clinicians' and sufferers' conceptualizations of pain. Further, self-report cannot be used with children or patients with certain neurological impairments, dementia, or those in transient states of consciousness or requiring breathing assistance [1] . Biomedical research has found that pain can be detected reliably from facial expression [26] , [6] . Recent efforts in affective computing suggest that automatic detection of pain from facial expression is a feasible goal. Several groups have automatically distinguished pain from absence of pain [14] , [1] , [16] , [10] . For clinical or experimental utility, pain intensity need be measured as well.
Automatic measurement of pain from the face is challenging for at least two reasons. One is the lack of training and testing data of spontaneous, un-posed and unscripted, behavioral observations in individuals that have clinically relevant pain. The other is the difficulty of face and facial features analysis and segmentation in real world settings, such as medical clinics.
The recent distribution of the UNBC-McMaster Pain Archive addresses the need for well-annotated facial expression recordings during acute pain induction in a clinical setting. Using the UNBC or other data sources, several approaches have been proposed to detect occurrence of pain: [23] , [14] , [1] , [16] , [10] . Notably, [11] proposed the more demanding task of detecting ordinal pain intensity.
In the current contribution, we extend the state of the art in pain recognition by automatically detecting four levels of pain intensity consistent with the Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity (PSPI) metric in participants with orthopedic injuries. The PSPI [27] is a well-validated approach to manual measurement of pain that is based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [9] . Pain is measured on an ordinal scale.
Previous work has found that active appearance models (AAMs) are a powerful means of analyzing spontaneous pain expression.
[1] [16] . These approaches use gray-scale features, however, that may be less robust to the head pose variation that is common in pain. [17] . [3] found that biologically inspired features (e.g., Gabor magnitudes) are more robust to the registration error introduced by head rotation. [14] used biologically inspired features to discriminate real from feigned pain.
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PERFORMANCES

Classification Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed SVM classifiers for the four intensity levels is evaluated. Recall, precision and F1 are used to quantify the performance of each classifier in comparison with ground truth, the PSPI. The 5-folds crossvalidation in which all video frames of the training set are removed from the testing set is used first for the evaluation. The obtained performance of each SVM is reported in Table 2 . The best results are obtained for no pain (PSPI=0) and strong pain (PSPI>=3). These results may be explained by the strong difference between these two intensity levels relative to intermediate ones (see Figure 2) . The obtained performances are encouraging given the task difficulty. Five-folds cross-validation is not participant-independent. Frames from the same participant may appear in both the training and testing sets. To control for this limitation, we next performed a leave-one participant out cross-validation in which participants (i.e. all the corresponding images) of the training are removed from the testing. This validation allows exploring how the proposed method for pain intensity measurement generalizes to a new set of participants who were not part of the training set. The leave-one-subject-out validation, consists in building 25 classifiers for each one of the four levels of pain intensity and iterating the process. In the leave one subject out validation, the number of training frames from all the video sequences is prohibitively large to train a SVM, as the training time complexity for SVM is O(m 3 ), where m is the number of training examples [2, 1] . In order to make the learning process practical, while making the best use of the training data, each video sequence is down-sampled by taking 1 of every frames [21] . The training is thus performed on only 15% of video images excluding one participant. The SVM testing is made on the left-out participant. Based only on 15% of the training data, the obtained F1 for each level of pain intensity (from 0 to 3) was 0.57, 0.67, 0.40, and 0.60, respectively.
Intra Class Correlation Coefficient
The Previous results are for category-level agreement. Here we compare consistency of the 4-level automatic measurement with the 12-level PSPI. To do so, the reliability between the proposed method and the PSPI is quantified by the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) [28] . Values range within a restricted interval [-1,1 ]. An ICC of 1 would indicate perfect consistency. The ICC is typically used to calculate the reliability of judgments. Following Mahoor [21] , ICC is used to measure concurrent validity between automatic and manual coding of intensity. The ICC values between the automated measurements and the manually labeled pain intensity levels using the PSPI were 0.85 and 0.55 for 5-folds and leave-one-subject-out validation, respectively. The obtained ICC between ground truth PSPI and each of the estimated PSPIs suggest moderate to high consistency between manual and automatic measurement of pain intensity.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We used a combination of AAM, Log-Normal filters, and SVMs to measure four levels of pain intensity in the McMaster-UNBC Pain Archive. Using both 5-folds cross-validation and leave-onesubject-out cross-validation, the results suggest that automatic pain intensity measurement in a clinical setting is a feasible task. Intra-class correlation results were within the acceptable range for behavioral measurement. Replication in shoulder-pain populations and applications to other types of pain would be next steps for future research.
The current work opens several additional directions for future investigations. One is to compare additional types of features (e.g., Gabor) and classifiers. Two is to evaluate whether pain intensity might be detected better by first detecting AU intensity and then calculating PSPI from the result. In our work, classifiers were trained to directly detect PSPI scores without first detecting individual AU intensities. Detection of AU intensity is in the early stages of research [21] . To our knowledge, no one has yet compared direct versus indirect measurement of the intensity of pain or other constructs. Three, following previous work, we measured pain at the frameby-frame level. However, pain expression is not static, but results from the progressive deformation of facial features over time. A next investigation would be to include dynamics when measuring pain intensity. And four, previous work in both pain and AU detection primarily regards head pose variation as a source of registration error. However, head pose is itself a potentially informative signal. In particular, head pose changes may themselves be a good indicator of pain [18] and pain intensity. We are currently in the process of exploring the dynamic characteristics of head orientation such as (but not limited to) the speed, velocity, and acceleration of pain indicators. We believe explicit attention to dynamics is an exciting direction for further research.
